Attributes which are infrequently expressed in a population can require weeks or months of counting to reach statistical significance. But replacement in a stable population increases long-term counts to a degree determined by the probability distribution of lifetimes.
Introduction
In online (digital) advertising, "third-party" data vendors provide streams of anonymized unique user identifiers (UUID) along with their alleged attributes for use in deciding which users to buy advertisements for.
The primary assumption here is that one UUID (in a population) being associated with a feature is persistent and independent of other UUIDs being associated with the feature. This makes it a stationary Bernoulli process (coin-toss) of N trials, with expected value N · P , where P is the probability that a UUID has a particular attribute.
It is natural to ask what is the size of a pool of users, those with a particular attribute or combination of attributes, and also the total population. But the counts of such pools depend on the time span over which the unique identifiers are counted.
Popular web browsers offer "incognito" modes whose UUIDs (in the form of cookies) are forgotten at the end of the session. Despite the efforts of third-party vendors to filter out ephemeral UUIDs, short-lived UUIDs comprise the majority of the UUIDs seen week-to-week.
Digital advertisers want to evaluate the effectiveness of targeting any of the hundreds or thousands of third-party attributes in driving sales. With typical success rates of only 0.1%, hundreds of advertisements must be bought per sale. In order to achieve statistically significant measurements, the UUID counts for attributes and combinations of attributes must span weeks.
Counting unique cookies over a 6 month span can be expensive in computing and storage costs. This investigation began as a study of the relationship between weekly counts and counts over multiple weeks.
The L p -norm
Consider the population counts for two consecutive weeks and a two-week count for the same time period. Every individual counted in the weekly counts must also appear in the two-week count and every individual counted in the two-week count must appear in at least one of the weekly counts. So these three counts must obey the triangle inequality. The triangle inequality suggests that the weekly counts might be treated as dimensions, and the twoweek count as the result of a norm applied to their vector sum. If the population is very long-lived, then few individuals get replaced, and the population count will be nearly constant with time. If the individuals in a stable population are short-lived, then the population count will grow nearly linearly with the duration of the count. Experimentation with the graphs quickly converged to the distinct p exponents in Section 4, which worked so well that it prompted this exploration of the mathematics.
The L p -norm is:
All population counts C j are non-negative, so the absolute values are superfluous to this application. With p = 1 the weekly counts add linearly. As p approaches ∞, the L ∞ -norm returns the maximum of its inputs. These limits satisfy the earlier reasoning.
The L p -norm is idempotent; input C values can be combined without changing the resulting value:
With the assumption that p remains constant over time, the graphs in Section 4 show that we can estimate the population over a span of n weeks from population counts of each of the constituent weeks using the L p -norm. The L p -norm definition implies a scaling law. If all the C j have the same value C, then:
The norm for the analogous L p space is:
When C is constant, norm (2) obeys the same scaling law as the L p -norm (1).
Fractal Dimension
On viewing scaling law (1), the authors realized that r = 1/p is a fractal dimension (as described by Mandelbrot[1]). Similarly to the length of a coastline growing as the measurement resolution is increased, the count of a population increases as the time span of counting increases. This implied scaling law (1) is plotted along with the true and L p -estimated counts in the graphs in Section 4. It is in rough agreement with the multiple-week counts and L p -estimates, even though there is some variation in the weekly counts.
Digital Advertising Data
The figures show the UUIDs per week, the L p -norm of n weekly counts, the UUIDs counted over a span of n weeks, and the scaling law with its coefficient being the geometric mean of the weekly counts. Figure 1 shows a 7-week span starting in March 2016 of all UUIDs seen by a large third-party vendor. The variation in the number of UUIDs per week is tracked well by the L 1.65 -norm; less so by the scaling law with its assumption of identical weekly counts. 
Asymptotics
Assume a stable population of size n and time t ≪ n. In order to uniquely count the population over time t, the storage required is O(t r n log n); and the running time is O(t n log n). If cumulative counts are to be computed every time period, then the storage is O(t n) and running time is O(t 2 n log n) If instead, counts are made every time unit (to be combined with the L p -norm), then the running time is O(t n log n), the short-term storage is O(n) and the long-term storage is O(t)
Pareto Distribution
Is there a probability distribution for lifetimes which produces L p -norm and fractal scaling of population counts? Going through McLaughlin's "A compendium of common probability distributions" [2] , it was found that the Pareto probability distribution, which is used for modeling income and longevity distributions, has the fractal scaling properties.
Let X be a Pareto random variable for UUID lifetime with positive scale factor A ≤ X and positive shape factor B < 1.
With a stable population, each individual is replaced when its lifetime X expires. The count of replacements over time t is:
Ignoring cohorts with average lifetimes shorter than the unit time interval, the expected replacement count is:
With r = 1 − B, the expected count (3) comes into the same fractal scaling form as equation (1):
The expected population count E[C(t)] = N t r is proportional to the expected replacement count:
Given the fractal scaling of expected count (4), what can be inferred about splitting E[C(t)] into t equal size counts C = C(1)? From equation (4) the unknown function f (C, . . . , C) = C · t r . Raising both sides to the 1/r power:
Raising both sides to the r power:
The right side of equation (5) is the formula for the L p -norm C 1 , . . . , C t 1/r for non-negative C j . Thus the Pareto lifetime distribution implies a scaling law, which in turn implies the L p -norm with p = 1/r for successive non-overlapping counts.
Changing Population Size
So far we have assumed that population sizes did not experience much increase or decrease during the measurement interval. While the triangle inequality holds when the constituent counts are very different in magnitude, a population cannot drop to zero in one time period without invalidating the longer lifetimes in the probability distribution of the previous period.
However, the L p -norm estimates of sample B (Figure 1 ) and pixel ( Figures 3 and 4) populations track the cumulative counts well through variations in the weekly and daily counts (over 3.5:1 in the daily pixel case).
Measuring the Fractal Dimension

Conclusion
For populations having a Pareto distribution of lifetimes with shape factor 0 < B < 1, counts made over successive time intervals can be combined using the L p -norm to closely approximate the count which would result from counting over the combined time span. The norm's exponent p = 1/r where r = 1 − B is the fractal dimension of the population counts over time. Fractal scaling allows counts collected over very different time spans to be effectively compared.
Digital advertising UUIDs are an example of such a population. Collecting daily or weekly counts, then aggregating using the L p -norm, allows longer term studies with better confidence to be conducted without straining resources.
Fractal scaling laws imply aggregation using the L p -norm. Regions where the norm doesn't scale with the expected exponent might be used to locate anomalies in large temporal or spacial data-sets. 
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